Use of Total and Differential Somatic Cell Counts to Differentiate Potentially Infected from Potentially Non-infected Quarters and Cows and Between Herds of Various Levels of Infection.
The objective of this study was to ascertain the value of variables measured on bulk tank and composite milk samples as predictors, respectively, of the level of mastitis in herds and individual cows. The standard of comparison was the results obtained by bacteriological examination of the secretion from individual mammary quarters. It was found, whether sampling at the herd or cow level, that of the three variables measured on each sample, namely somatic cell count, percentage of cell volume in channel 8 (includes cells with individual volumes from 89.2 to 178.3 μm3) and presence or absence of Streptococcus agalactiae , that the ability of the first two variables to discriminate (predict) was not significantly improved by the inclusion of the latter variable. Using values for the former two variables as measured on bulk tank milk and collected at the time of quarter sampling, it was possible to correctly classify 45.5% of the study herds into one of the three quarter infection rate categories considered, namely, < 10, 10-25 or > 25%. The percentage of herds correctly classified was increased to over 80% by inclusion of five monthly counts recorded previous to the time of quarter sampling. Using the same two variables but measured on composite milk samples, 79.4% of cows were correctly classified as being either positive or negative when a positive cow was defined as one having at least one positive quarter. The overall percentage of cows correctly classified decreased from 79.4 to 77.9% when an attempt was made to distinguish between negative cows and cows with one positive quarter. However, this overall percentage progressively increased to 92.7% as the definition of a positive cow was changed from one having one positive quarter to one having two, three or four positive quarters. The procedure shows promise for monitoring the level of mastitis infection in either dairy herds or cows but requires further refinement before consideration could be given to its implementation.